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New features

Points of Interest

You can now create and manage multiple latitude/longitude coordinates at large sites enabling you to 
schedule work at multiple locations on that site. These are known as 'Points of Interest' and this flexibility 
will give you far more specific scheduling when needed. 

User guides with further detail on Points of Interest functionality will be added to the Help Centre before 
your release date.

New APIs

We are providing these new APIs as they are required to deliver additional native mobile app 
functionality.

If you are a native mobile app user this release will enable you to start using the following new features 
when they become available: 

● Job & Site History 
● Job Documents 
● Request Parts
● Points of Interest



Enhancements

Document categories set to static

Currently some mandatory document categories can be edited which can cause certain aspects of the 
system to behave unexpectedly. Now, mandatory document categories can no longer have their name 
edited or be deleted so improving the stability of documents within Oneserve.

Storing Enhanced Surveys attachments on the ‘documents’ tab

Enhanced Surveys attachments can currently only be seen on the PDF of the submission. Now,  
Enhanced Survey attachments can be stored individually on the documents tab of the job. This improves 
access to, and visibility of, Enhanced Surveys attachments.

Improving how Enhanced Surveys submissions are viewed

Enhanced Survey submissions are currently ordered starting with the oldest first making it difficult to see 
the most recent submissions. This has now been changed so that Enhanced Survey submissions are 
now ordered starting with the newest first making it quicker and easier to view the most recent 
submissions.

Enhanced Surveys ‘datagrid’ component

When creating Enhanced Surveys currently, if multiple answers to a survey question may be required, 
the number of fields provided for this has to be specified during the setup of the survey. Now, users 
completing Enhanced Surveys can simply choose to add multiple answers if required with an ‘Add 
Another’ option.

More control on where Enhanced Surveys’ components show on PDF surveys 

The size and location of Enhanced Surveys’ fields can currently only be managed in freehand 
click-and-drag functionality. ‘PDF Overlay’ details can now be edited in the ‘Layout’ section of a 
component giving users greater control over fields to ensure they are all the same height and are inline 
with each other.

System stability improvements

Stability improvements have been made to Parts and Activities APIs and Enhanced Surveys.



Bug fixes

Issue: 
Site address overwriting the contact address when both were associated with a job.

Resolution: 
The contact address will now only be updated if the site and contact address are the same.

Issue: 
Problems viewing large numbers of survey asset types in Enhanced Surveys.

Resolution: 
Survey asset types were being limited in view by the height of the container which has now been 
corrected. There is now no limit on the number of survey asset types that can be displayed making 
these much easier to view.

Issue: 
Newly created clients were not available to add to a client set.

Resolution: 
Adding new clients to client sets now works as expected.


